
 

 

Is "BIG Brand" 

always BEST? 

 

Some of the  best known names in accounting 

and finance software have  been around for years. 

But as technology progresses and your

organisation evolves and grows: 

http://www.aqilla.com/


No download. 
Always up to date.

Use anywhere.
Anytime.
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THE  CHALLENGE  OF

HOSTED  ON -PREMISE

ACCOUNTING  AND

FINANCE  SOFTWARE

 

Subscription payments are different to

SaaS. Paying your yearly licence in

monthly instalments is not a cloud-based

service, SaaS models offer no minimum

terms or commercial penalties.

The openness of cloud-native

technologies means delivery of regular

new features and functionality - as part of

your investment. There are no additional

spend or additional maintenance costs.

Cloud software requires no downloads,

you are always running the latest version,

available anytime, anywhere. 

The phrase “cloudwashing” has been coined

to describe the practice of deploying legacy

systems in the cloud, despite the technology

not being designed for this deployment

approach. This document describes the

journey of one such vendor but applies to

many more.  

 

It is easy for people to become confused

with the term "cloud" being freely used to

describe technology that has cloud-

delivered elements in addition to cloud-

native applications which were developed

specifically to exist, and benefit from, a

cloud environment. 

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/32368/cloudwashing


In 1993 Sage Sterling was the market leader

having accounted for over 60% of the

integrated accounting software market. 

 

The late 1990s saw in the introduction of Sage

Instant, a cut-down version of the product line  

this was rebranded as Sage Line 50, a

reference to the target market of the product.

In the 2010s cloud-connected functionality

was added to the product line and the current

50cloud name began to be used. But there

was quite a journey to presenting this "suite" of

technologies.

 

Sage has adopted a "feature-deficiency

elimination through acquisition" approach to

address the  challenges with its product

offerings. 

 

They have purchased a number products

from a variety of  third parties, subsequently

distributing them as regional product

variations across the globe.

 

These have been re-badged as Sage to

plug gaps in their mid-market product

portfolio.

 

By the way of example, in the UK and

Ireland there are currently four products

under the Sage 50 banner; Accounts,

Payroll, HR and P11D.

 

The US version of the product was

previously Peachtree Accounting which

Sage acquired in 1998, in 2013 it was

brought under the Sage 50 banner.

 

Sage ContaPlus, which is known as the

"accounting standard" in Spain was

acquired by Sage in 2003 as part of the

Grupo SP purchase.
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Sage 50cloud
 

Sage 50cloud was the market-leading accounting solution for many years.

The current version of Sage 50cloud has its origins in some of the earliest

software that Sage produced.

AN  EXAMPLE  OF  THE

JOURNEY  FOR  LEGACY

ON  PREMISE  SOFTWARE

TO  CLOUD



The South African version, Sage 50cloud Pastel

was formerly known as Pastel Accounting which

has been available since 1989. Sage gained

ownership when they acquired Softline in 2003.

 

The Polish version of the product, acquired in

2005, is known as Sage Symfonia 50cloud.

 

In France, the product version, known as Sage

50cloud Ciel, was originally developed by Ciel, a

French software business founded in 1986 that

Sage acquired in 1992.

 

The late 1990s saw in the introduction of Sage

Instant, a cut-down version of the product line  

this was rebranded as Sage Line 50, a

reference to the target market of the product.

In the 2010s cloud-connected functionality

was added to the product line and the current

50cloud name began to be used.

 

The Canadian version of Sage 50 was

previously known as Bedford Accounting and

later renamed to Simply Accounting. This was

acquired as part of the ACCPAC acquisition in

2004. In 2013 it was brought under the Sage 50

banner.

 

The Austrian and German versions of the

product were formerly known as Sage GS-

Office. It came under the Sage 50 banner in

2015. 
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Regional versions of the same product increases

complexity and creates confusion across

different global markets.

Is "BIG Brand" always BEST?

THE  CHALLENGE  OF

SOFTWARE  ADVANCEMENT

VIA  ACQUIS IT ION ,  VS .

ORGANIC  GROWTH

Whilst the Sage brand was recognised, the

technology acquired was often unproven

and this caused a delay in uptake outside the

U.S. market and led to abandoned product

sets.

Ema i l :  i n fo rma t i on@aq i l l a . com  o r  Ca l l :  0207  098  9881  

https://www.aqilla.com/
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Built for Cloud
vs. Hosted 

 

AVOID ING  THE  CLOUD -

DEPLOYED  LEGACY

SOFTWARE  OVERHANG

Cloud-Native describes
software that has been

specifically designed,
developed and deployed

to utilise the benefits 
of the cloud.

The marketing hype doesn't match up to the

product delivered. Multiple product versions

to serve specific regional necessities is just

one example of hosted software not living up

to the standards of cloud-native

technologies. The legacy issue of re-writing

multiple product versions covering hundreds

of territories creates a burden that cannot

easily be addressed.

 

Advantages of cloud-native software, such as

continuous software development with

instantaneous deployment, modularity and

the ease by which the software can be

scaled, are not as readily present in legacy,

retrofit systems.

Sage has been unable to keep pace with the

challenge of larger volumes of data.

Reporting and analysis are hindered due to

hard-coded integration, as opposed to the

modern approach of flexible, open API's.  

 

The mid-market is particularly confused due

to the range of products from Sage - none of

which meet the needs of a majority market.

Read  our  b log :  

Cloud  Nat ive  vs .  Hosted  

-  A  Guide  Through  The  Storm

   
   
   
   

https://www.aqilla.com/
https://medium.com/thebottomline/cloud-native-vs-cloud-hosted-a-guide-through-the-storm-8928a8b7fb54
https://medium.com/thebottomline/cloud-native-vs-cloud-hosted-a-guide-through-the-storm-8928a8b7fb54
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Don't believe
everything you
see and hear:

 

 

This confusion enables legacy on-premise

software to be positioned as "cloud" solutions.

The reality is that data storage and backup and

functional delivery is actually via remote

desktop hosted architectures rather than an

application built and delivered in the cloud.

 

 

THE  CHALLENGE  FOR

SAGE ,  MICROSOFT  ET  AL

The challenge of hosted applications vs. built

for Cloud also impacts Sage X3 - which itself

was a product acquired from a third-party

developer, the French vendor Adonix.

Multiple versions of these products now exist

across the ranges of many Big Brand vendors,

with some still using code that was written over

two decades ago. The task to redesign them so

they are cloud-native is so dauntingly large that

it could well be considered impossible. 

 

Eventually, these systems will be defunct; which

isn’t where any organisation ever wants to be.

So will you make the change now, or when it is

too late?

 

It's no surprise that many customers are now

opting to move away from established legacy

brands as they look to benefit from the wide

range of agile, modern, flexible solutions built to

benefit from cloud infrastructure.

 

 

Subscription vs. SaaS

 
Subscription payments are different 

to SaaS. Paying your yearly licence 

in monthly instalments is not a cloud-

based service; SaaS models offer no

minimum terms or commercial penalties.

 

 

The openness of cloud-native

technologies means regular delivery of

new features and functionality - as part of

your investment, these are not an

additional spend or additional

maintenance cost.

 

 

Cloud software requires no downloads,

you are always running the latest version,

available anytime, anywhere. 

Accessibility matters

 

Anytime, Anywhere

 

Ema i l :  i n fo rma t i on@aq i l l a . com  o r  Ca l l :  0207  098  9881  

https://www.aqilla.com/
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/32368/cloudwashing


No download. 
Always up to date.

Use anywhere.
Anytime.
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ACCOUNTING  AND

FINANCE  SOFTWARE ,

BU ILT  FOR  CLOUD.  

TRUE  ANYTIME /ANYWHERE

TECHNOLOGY  ACCESS

About Aqilla

Established in 2006, Aqilla is the developer of

online finance and accounting solutions

designed for medium to large-sized

businesses and organisations.

 

Customers experience a Cloud accounting

platform that can grow with their needs and

delivers results in an intuitive and easy to use

application. API’s and plugins ensure easy

integration into CRM, Business Intelligence,

Excel and other back-end systems.

 

New users can be up and running in hours

not days, save by not spending money on

expensive training/consultancy and remove

the ongoing expense of annual maintenance

charges and support fees.

 
@_Aqilla_

www.linkedin.com/company/aqilla

www.aqilla.com

http://www.linkedin.com/company/aqilla
https://twitter.com/@_Aqilla_
https://www.aqilla.com/
https://www.aqilla.com/
https://twitter.com/@_Aqilla_
http://www.linkedin.com/company/aqilla
https://www.aqilla.com/

